Class specifications are intended to present a descriptive list of the range of duties performed by employees in the class. Specifications are not intended to reflect all duties performed within the job.

Position Summary
Under general direction, provides varied, complex, confidential office administrative assistance to a Deputy General Manager and associated administrative, supervisory and professional staff. Performs highly responsible and sensitive duties; exercises the highest level of discretion, confidentiality and independent judgment related to the executive responsibilities of the management level for which assistance is provided. In some positions, responsibilities may include regular contact with federal, state, and local government officials, consultants, representatives of transportation, business or community organizations, members of the Board of Directors, and all levels of District personnel to exchange information and explain administrative policies and procedures. Make decisions that significantly facilitate the work of the manager and associated staff. May, at times, direct and coordinate the work of assigned office support staff. Performs related work as required.

Essential Responsibilities
- Prepares a variety of drafts and finished materials, which may include technical content and terminology related to the activities of the division or department, including materials for meetings, speeches presentations, and agenda items from notes, brief instructions, prior drafts or voice recording equipment; reviews and/or edits materials for completeness, accuracy, format, compliance with policies and procedures, and appropriate English usage.
- Composes and edits correspondence from brief oral or written instructions for management signature; may sign routine correspondence without management review.
- Researches, compiles and summarizes a variety of informational materials; prepares draft and/or final correspondence, narrative reports and other written materials using such information.
- Prepares and reviews a variety of periodic, statistical and special reports regarding the activities of the division or department, which may require research, compilation of data, designing forms, and ascertaining project status from various sources.
- Follows up and collaborates with department heads and managers to keep advised of the status of correspondence, agenda items and other related matters delegated for action or response.
- Works with members of the public to address service complaints and concerns as directed.
• Relieves manager of certain administrative matters by transmitting information, staying informed of pertinent activities, making appointments, maintaining a calendar, and scheduling and arranging meetings.
• May assist department/division in budget preparation and administration.
• Creates and maintains databases pertinent to the department/division using appropriate software.
• Distributes documents, mail and other materials to appropriate individuals for action or information.
• Maintains calendars, schedules and arranges meetings.
• May coordinate or assist in employee related functions, campaigns, special programs and/or events.
• Receives and screens visitors and telephone calls; ascertains the nature of the contact and directs the caller to the proper individual and/or provides authoritative information which may require the use of judgment and interpretation of department policies.
• Performs additional related duties as assigned.
• Regular and reliable attendance and performance are required.

**Required Knowledge, Skills and Abilities**

**Knowledge of:**
• Occupational health and safety rules and working practices applicable to this position.
• Business English usage including spelling, grammar, punctuation and vocabulary.
• MS Office Suite.

**Skill in or Ability to:**
• Compose business letters, reports, and newsletter items in final form, using correct grammar, punctuation, spelling and format.
• Use all modern office machines and equipment, such as fax machines, electronic network computer systems, copiers, and computers.
• Oral and written communications skills.
• Interact effectively with personnel at all levels, both inside and outside the District.
• Demonstrate effective records management.
• Understand and rapidly respond to a broad range of demands made to the department or division.
• Work effectively with interruptions and changing priorities in a high volume, high visibility office environment.
• Organize work, set priorities, meet critical deadlines and follow up assignments with a minimum of supervision.
• Work as part of a team using excellent interpersonal and communication skills.
• Manage projects in a positive, effective manner while maintaining adherence to deadlines, policies and procedures.
• Compose correspondence and other projects from brief instructions.
• Use initiative and independent judgment within established guidelines.
• Rapidly learn the functions of the division or department to which assigned and administrative procedures related to the work.
• Analyze and resolve administrative concerns.
Use tact, discretion, initiative and independent judgment in establishing and maintaining cooperative, effective and productive professional working relationships with all encountered in the course of work.

Work in MS office computer environment (Word, Excel, Powerpoint, Outlook).

Follow the safety and health rules and safe working practices applicable to job.

Minimum Qualifications

Education and/or Experience:
- Requires a minimum of four years' full-time position related, administrative assistant experience in an executive office environment, which includes a minimum of two years' personal computer experience performing word processing and working with databases, graphs, and spreadsheets
- Requires a minimum of 55-60 wpm typing and/or keystrokes on a personal computer keyboard and the ability to type accurately from rough drafts or voice recording equipment
- A 2-year AA degree in Business or a related discipline and/or secretarial or business training certification or the equivalent in training and experience is desirable.
- Supervisory experience is desirable

Required License:
- Must possess and maintain a current, valid California driver's license and satisfactory driving record.

Physical Requirement:
Mobility to work in a typical office setting. Ability to communicate in person and over the telephone. Ability to read printed materials and a computer screen. Ability to travel to District facilities. Routine use of computer, telephone and other office equipment.